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About This Content

It takes more than a standard semi-trailer to deliver these loads! When a cargo gets heavy, it's time for more axles to satisfy the
DOT and make it safely across that bridge! Introducing complex multi-joint trailers with jeeps and boosters spreading the

weight of the cargo.

New Cargoes

Crawler Tractor
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Lift Truck Chassis

Lift Truck

Cable Reel

Milling Machine

All Terrain Crane

Scraper
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Title: American Truck Simulator - Heavy Cargo Pack
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
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Release Date: 7 Jun, 2017
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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I used to play a lot of typing games as a child - When I found this, I was ecstatic.

The world is beautiful, the graphics are unique, the music is soothing, and the story is surprising but heartwarming. I finished
this in about 5 hours (1 hour idled) but I can definitely see myself coming back to this either for a full replay or at least to get
the rest of the achievements. I see that the developers are working on another Typing Chronicles game and I'm very excited for
the next one after finishing Epistory!. This is a nifty little top down shooter. Still in Early Access, probably needs some of the
bugs ironed out but at least it runs. It works. It is playable and mostly kind of fun.
Different characters (Not very differentiated)
Animations are fun and responsive.
Not bad.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qX77VSG_sw8&feature=youtu.be. It's really hard to pin this game into a genre. It's an
exploratory puzzle game, but feels kinda like an idle game and definitely has a storyline. It's uinque and quirky and if that
sounds like something you might be interested in, I recommend it.

You can see my first impression playthrough here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1ER8sdCeF4.
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Good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Thanks SCS for this paintjob pack but please pay more attention to the skins before
you release them! For example i have a Volvo FH Globetroller and the skin with the big flag looks like Ukraine flag - the red
part is not present on the truck.
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This game is super janky which really isn't what you want in a puzzle game like this. Some of the difficulty just comes from not
being confident about the english translation or things clipping through each other, etc. I'm also pretty sure it doesn't actually
accept all correct solutions on floor 1. Cool concept to make the puzzles into a race and release them over time, but the
execution just isn't there to make it worthwhile.. as always very cool game we have played a bunch of there escape room games
and all have been challenging
and fun would recomed for both VR and pc users. thanks for another grate game hope there will be DLC. Whatis this

I'm not kidding, it's a bad game. Nice and short game.. A blast from the past! Decent control, If you have a coupon for this
game then buy it but I would not recommend paying full price for it. 6/10. I like this demo the game has a lot of potential and
could be one of the first RPG on the Vive, Horse riding is cool and the environments along with the characters all have a
cartoonish look to them, The combat is basic but has promise with a telekinetic ability you can fire rocks or anything else you
can pic up, It has full voice acting and I felt immersed in the little story enfolding, No lip sync but I felt the characters gave a
good presence when acting, Also you can have full locomotion or teleportation which is great for all players. All in all an
exciting title for the Vive looking at the promised content for the game, just hope they deliver, thumbs up.. Heyyo, this game
fails to be anywhere as entertaining as Carmageddon which it seems to aim to be like... the campaign mode is not interesting,
the driving mechanics are generic so not bad but not great.. the only thing I say it has is nice graphics.
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